
IN THE WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT SUITE

Leveraging Artificial
Intelligence and 
Intelligent Automation



Workforce managers are constantly bombarded by 
new challenges and organizational demands: Near-
constant changes to the forecast and schedule, 
increased needs from customers, and evolving 
employee hiring and retention requirements create 
an environment where it’s difficult to respond quickly 
enough or understand the best possible action to take.

To meet these demands, contact centers around 
the world are rushing to adopt artificial intelligence 
(AI)-based workforce management (WFM) tools. The 
market for contact center AI is expected to grow to 
nearly $2 billion at a rate of 22.6% CAGR from 2019 to 
2024, and it’s easy to see why. These tools transform 
how contact centers forecast short- and long-term 
scheduling and hiring needs, connect with employees 
and put customers in touch with the right agent at the 
right time. They simplify how contact centers execute 
WFM processes on a day-to-day basis, freeing up 
valuable time for more difficult tasks.

And as contact centers have started to adopt 
intelligent WFM, the leader in the industry has driven 
innovation with AI and automation: the NICE WFM 
Suite. The solution is the leader in Gartner’s Magic 
Quadrant for Workforce Engagement Management 
and has been implemented in thousands of contact 
centers around the world. Its suite of tools powered 
by embedded AI makes smarter decision-making 
easy and intuitive. NICE WFM’s capacity to quickly 
transform how planning, hiring, forecasting, 
scheduling and intraday management are executed 
has made it the platform of choice among contact 
center leaders.
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Introduction

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200205005683/en/Call-Center-AI-Market-Research-Report-Global
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200205005683/en/Call-Center-AI-Market-Research-Report-Global


Get more out of workforce planning
Contact centers recognize the critical importance 
of same-day decisions on longterm performance, 
but many fail to tap into the full ROI of long-term 
planning. NICE Enhanced Strategic Planner (ESP), 
a component of the NICE WFM Suite, helps contact 
centers prepare for the staffing challenges of 
tomorrow, today.

ESP intelligently predicts how anticipated or 
potential staffing scenarios will impact the contact 
center’s ability to meet performance goals. The 
AI-driven solution considers a range of variables, 
such as staff and channel needs, as well as business 
parameters to make precise, customized predictions. 
In doing do, it empowers contact centers to control 
costs, develop better hiring plans and improve 
customer service while realizing forecasts that are 
6% to 10% more accurate than traditional long-term 
forecasting methods.

C O N T E N T S

Plan for the
future more
accurately
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ESP unleashes the power 
of AI-based long-term 

planning with:

Long-term Planning: ESP leverages “Best Pick” AI to 
analyze historical data and uses dozens of algorithms to 
make the most precise decisions about future demand.

What-if Planning: Managers can conduct two-way 
what-if analyses and reverse problem solve between 
staffing requirements and performance metrics. This 
empowers contact centers to understand the staffing 
requirements needed to meet KPIs while creating 
specific scenarios around demand, shrinkage and 
handle times.

Intuitive Design: ESP is easy to use and can be 
accessed on any device.
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Manage your workforce more 
effectively and eliminate over-
staffing
Forecasting demand for contact centers is both an 
art and a science. It requires accuracy as well as 
deep knowledge of the contact center environment. 

Methods for forecasting are numerous, and they 
can be overwhelming for contact center managers 
whose expertise lies elsewhere. In today’s fastpaced 
and competitive playing field, quickly identifying the 
best forecasting method is critical.

NICE WFM’s forecasting solution leverages AI tools 
to find unseen patterns in the historical data used 
to generate forecasts of volume and work time. 
It automatically evaluates dozens of different 
algorithms and leverages historical data patterns, 
seasonality and cyclicality to make forecasting 
more accurate.

AI-based forecasting enables 
contact centers to:

Automatically evaluate dozens 
of forecasting algorithms and 
determine the model with the 
best accuracy.

Increase the accuracy of the 
staffing plan.

Increase the operational 
efficiency of the staffing plan.

Adapt to changing data 
patterns.

Forecast more 
efficiently
and effectively
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Increase customer satisfaction 
with highly accurate staffing 
simulations
Responding to and accurately answering a customer’s 
questions in a timely manner is a key to any contact 
center’s success. But ensuring that the right agents 
are on hand at any given time to respond to a 
specific customer service question or situation, with 
the right knowledge, background and skills – and 
across multiple channels – poses a not-insignificant 
challenge for scheduling. 

Traditional mathematical formulas, which use 
historical data to optimize schedule creation, are no 
longer effective, as they don’t account for variables 
such as changes in agent skill sets or an unexpected 
spike in customer requests.

NICE WFM uses machine learning to simulate real-
world prioritization, routing and skill assignments 
to determine work allocation expectations, 
deferrable work propagation and multi-site/multi-
skill efficiencies. Robust new algorithms support the 
forecast parameters of NICE WFM and simulation of 
exact routing rules to generate extremely accurate 
staffing requirements.

Enable 
real-world 
simulation for
scheduling

NICE WFM’S machine learning-
based simulation provides more 
accurate scheduling through:

Strategic planning that uses 
forecasting algorithms to 
adequately create the right 
schedule based on available 
agents’ skill sets.

Agent skills-based routing that 
schedules agents appropriately, 
diversifying the number of agents 
with particular skills across all 
areas at any given time.

Automatic adjustments 
to variables, pinpointing 
interrelated changes and 
adjusting schedules for a more 
efficient process.
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In addition to the unique simulation 
abilities, NICE WFM supports 

the most scheduling paradigms 
available in the market, including:

• Automatic Employee Assignment, using Preferences

• Automatic Pattern Assignment, using Preferences

• Schedule Pattern Bidding

• Team Scheduling

• Weekly / Multi-week Hours, Date Range Scheduling

• Shift Policies (Sequences & Limits)

• Schedule Overhead

• Seat Limits

• Weekend Fairness

• Day of Week Fairness

• Holiday Fairness

• Multiple Schedule Optimization Controls While it’s important to achieve business 
goals in staffing, contact centers also need 
to provide as much flexibility as possible 
to the people being scheduled. NICE WFM 
considers the people at every stage of the 
scheduling process. When schedules are 
being generated, the solution uses skills, time 
off and availability as constraints, ensuring 
that employee availability is honored. 

Then, during the schedule assignment phase, 
the solution considers preferences and 
grants them when possible according to rank, 
seniority or other priorities from the business. 
Once the schedule is published, NICE WFM 
offers many ways for the employee to make 
changes through swaps or trades within the 
solution or with the intelligent automation 
provided by Employee Engagement Manager 
(EEM), enabling employees to manage their 
work-life balance.
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The real-time team needs a way to monitor 
what is happening in both the remote and 
the brick-and-mortar contact center. 
Comprehensive realtime schedule and activity 
adherence is part of the solution. Intraday 
analytics provide net staffing calculations by 
queue, automatic intraday reforecasting with 
conservative but aggressive algorithms that 
help contact centers:

• Determine plan effectiveness.

• Analyze and react to changes.

• Reduce time spent manually adjusting 
schedules.

• Ensure adherence to plan.

Managing
the intraday
process

The WFM team’s work isn’t done once the schedule 
is published. NICE WFM provides the tools needed to 
easily reforecast and re-simulate demand throughout 
the day and revise requirements as needed.

Many contact centers find that reforecasting and re-
simulating two or three times a day helps them meet 
workload demand without overstaffing.

Life happens, and there are times when agents need 
to make changes to their schedules – or the business 
needs to revise the schedules. NICE supports these 
changes with skill-aware change management.
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Use intelligent automation 
to improve net staffing, 
intraday and near-term

Optimize staffing through automated 
self-service for employees and 
proactive schedule adjustments
Mismatches in staffing and demand are a key cost driver 
for most contact centers, which often find themselves 
with too few or too many employees on the clock. NICE 
Employee Engagement Manager (EEM), a component 
of the NICE WFM Suite, automatically optimizes staffing 
after WFM schedules are published, both intraday and 
up to several weeks into the future. By identifying staffing 
variances in advance, EEM reduces or eliminates friction, 
intraday and near-term, before it can materialize.

EEM proactively communicates schedule change 
opportunities that are tailored to each agent’s skills 
and preferences, empowering contact center leaders 
to efficiently resolve overstaffing and understaffing 
challenges while catering to each agent’s preferred  
work-life balance.
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EEM improves net staffing through 
proactive, rules-based schedule 
adjustments and employee self-
service that:
• Automatically identifies potential staffing 

variances, gaps and overages by analyzing 
staffing over the preferred time range, whether 
day-to-day, monthly or annually.

• Empowers agents with multiple means of 
automated self-service scheduling, including 
mobile and browser-based user interfaces, to 
view and instantly modify their schedules 24/7 
with automatic preapproval of schedule changes 
that are offered to agents only when they benefit 
net staffing.

Contact center leaders have an unrealized opportunity 
in intraday automation to streamline workflows and 
reduce complexity, increase efficiency and simplify 
multi-step decision-making. Manual processes 
currently in use in many contact centers are rife with 
inefficiency, and supervisors and agents become 
frustrated by the back-and-forth needed to make 
the intraday schedule adjustments required to meet 
customer demand. 

EEM eliminates this source of frustration; the only 
solution available to empower employees to make 
pre-approved schedule changes on the go, it enables 
agents to improve their work-life balance, increasing 
engagement, while proactively improving net staffing.
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Maintain control of your solution
The cloud has become a key enabler of workforce 
management, with contact centers reaping the 
benefits of the many advantages of the cloud: easier 
and more cost-effective disaster recovery, scalability, 
ease of management and maintenance, and cost 
savings without giving up control over strict IT security 
policies and governance.

With NICE WFM in the Cloud, contact centers 
can leave the infrastructure, management and 
maintenance of their workforce management solution 
to us. There’s no need for a lengthy software or 
hardware deployment, which means a faster ROI and 
a better customer experience. Cloud-based WFM 
also significantly reduces the hardware, software, 
connectivity and facilities costs associated with 
large enterprise deployments in addition to the labor 
expenses associated with supporting infrastructure 
and applications for an on-premise solution.

The benefits of using WFM as a 
cloud solution include:
• Predictable financial costs, with a monthly pay-

per-use model that supports environments with a 
variable number of agents.

• High availability.

• Always-current WFM, with upgrades to the latest 
supported version and maintenance patches 
included. A pre-production staging environment 
ensures that integrations continue to work with 
new versions.

• Optional lab for the IT professional to continue to 
test underlying platform and system integrations in a 
safe environment.

• A guaranteed service level of 99.9% with 
proactive monitoring.

• Optional disaster recovery, for guaranteed 
continuity of service for any event.

Expect 
benefits of
the cloud
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Overcome adoption challenges 
through change management, 
integration and managed services
Putting the power of artificial intelligence and 
automation to work in the contact center requires 
considering more than just technology. Contact 
centers are asking employees to change how they 
complete their work and are creating an entirely new 
technology environment for them to work in. It often 
isn’t readily clear where transformation is needed to 
support new systems or how to get the most value out 
of new AI solutions.

That’s why NICE Value Realization Services (VRS) 
works with WFM Suite customers, from Day One until 
long after go live, to enable continuous improvement 
and eliminate friction between people and technology. 
VRS is NICE’s tactical transformation team, pairing 
your organization with experts in NICE technology to 
solve the toughest adoption challenges.

VRS serves as a force 
multiplier for WFM value 
through:
• Business services that include consulting 

on change management, ROI capture 
and analytics, application configuration, 
governance and best-practice training.

• Managed services that embed subject 
matter experts in Agile planning and 
delivery, proactive risk identification, 24/7 
monitoring, risk mitigation, service analysis 
and trends reporting in your organization.

• Advanced services that design and 
build custom solutions for cross-platform 
integration, business intelligence, health 
checks and more.

Unlock 
immediate  
and long-term
value



Plan, Schedule, Manage 
and Automate Workforce 
Management with the 
NICE WFM Suite

With NICE (Nasdaq: NICE), it’s never been easier for organizations of all sizes around the 
globe to create extraordinary customer experiences while meeting key business metrics. 
Featuring the world’s #1 cloud native customer experience platform, CXone, NICE is a 
worldwide leader in AI-powered self-service and agent-assisted CX software for the 
contact center—and beyond. Over 25,000 organizations in more than 150 countries, 
including over 85 of the Fortune 100 companies, partner with NICE to transform—and 
elevate—every customer interaction. 

www.nice.com

About NICE

More than two thousand customers and 2.7 million users rely on the 
NICE WFM Suite to deliver on the promise of AI. The most advanced 
and accurate workforce management tool available, it uncovers hidden 
patterns, makes accurate forecasts and identifies not only the best 
forecasting model but also the best candidates during the hiring process. 
By combining the latest technologies with the most agent-friendly 
solution, all in an easy-touse cloud platform, it allows contact centers to 
effectively respond to ever-changing conditions while engaging agents 
and empowering teams like never before.
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